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Abstract

The diurnal albedo variation of glaciers on clear sky days can be relatively high due
to geometric effects induced by tilt errors. In the present paper, these tilt errors of
albedo measurements are corrected in cases where tilts of both, the sensors and the
slopes are not accurately measured. For this method of correction, a nearby reference5

measurement with a horizontally levelled sensor is needed to determine atmospheric
parameters. Based on that a model is developed that is fitted to the measured data to
determine tilts and directions of sensors and slopes, which vary daily due to changing
atmospheric conditions and snow cover. Once these parameters are determined, the
albedo, the radiative balance and the energy balance can be corrected. The differences10

between measured and corrected values show an obvious under- or overestimation
of albedo, depending on the direction of the slope. It is also demonstrated that the
difference between measured and corrected albedo is highest for high solar zenith
angles.

1 Introduction15

Reflected solar radiation and hence the energy balance of snow and ice surfaces
strongly depend on snow albedo. The energy balance of a glacier surface defines the
amount of energy available for the ablation processes, once the underlying snow/ice is
isothermal.

In isolated areas of many glaciers it is difficult to make permanent manual20

reference measurements of tilts and directions of sensors and slopes. This means
that the geometry of the measurement site is unknown because of changing
physical conditions, inclinations of sensors and changing snow cover. Accurate tilt
measurements only make sense when the direction of the radiation sensor is known
(ideally southwards) which is not always possible due to changing conditions.25
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In the method described in this paper, measurement errors due to the cosine law as
well as other measurement errors and uncertainties are considered.

Many publications note that tilt errors in albedo measurements can be several
100 % when the sun is low in the sky, especially on snow and glacier surfaces. Large
deviations from the expected true diurnal albedo occur due to non horizontally levelled5

sensors.
In a paper investigating spectral reflected radiation on glacier surfaces, Dirmhirn

and Eaton (1975) mention tilt errors of albedo measurements which lead to under-
and over-estimations caused by the specular components of daily albedo. The focus
of that paper was spectral reflected radiation that varies continuously over time10

and increases with the number of melting and refreezing processes. Dirmhirn and
Eaton (1975) concluded that incoming shortwave radiation dominated by the direct
component is underestimated at low sun angles due to the cosine measurement
error (due to imperfections of the glass dome and the reflection properties of the
sensor’s black paint, Muneer, 1997) leading to an underestimation of global radiation15

at low sun angles and thus overestimating albedo. Also, the direct sun beam, which
is the main part of global radiation on clear sky days, and instrumental error due to
cosine law cannot be separated. These errors can be minimized by using instruments
with small opening angles and deriving the albedo via spatial integration. Dirmhirn
also mentioned difficulties in albedo measurement over non horizontal surfaces and20

suggested eliminating this problem by using horizontal and uniform surfaces with
instruments close to the ground.

Sicart et al. (2001) and Oerlemans (2010) described problems of albedo
measurements on tilted surfaces, but assumed a horizontally levelled pyranometer and
directly measured tilts and directions of the slope to correct albedo values.25

Landry et al. (2007) described the influence of both, a tilted slope and an inclined
pyranometer, on albedo measurements. They corrected the albedo values by using
directly measured tilts and directions.
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Ineichen et al. (1987) and Schaaf et al. (1994) described the radiation on a tilted
area without snow cover, measured by an inclined pyranometer with known tilts.
Measurement with a horizontally levelled pyranometer over a horizontal area served
as a comparison. The results showed an apparent diurnal variation of albedo over
a forest surface, even the diurnal average albedo showed differences between tilted5

and horizontal measurements. These results are essential because albedo of a forest
is expected to be almost constant, in contrast to snow albedo which changes over time.

Allen et al. (2006) used a model of solar radiation on tilted surfaces and integrated
analytically over one day, also considering the extinction through the atmosphere.
This model was compared to measurements above surfaces with similar tilts and10

directions, where relative humidity, aerosols and other meteorological influences were
considered. By this comparison they estimated the extinction coefficient as a function of
the measured atmospheric parameters. Furthermore, the irradiance on tilted surfaces
based on horizontal measurements was modeled. As opposed to the method described
in the following, no horizontal reference measurement was used to estimate the15

extinction through the atmosphere.
Mannstein (1985) described a method where tilts and directions of slopes were

estimated from the data of the down-facing pyranometer using the measured albedo
on preceding clouded day. That paper was used to verify the method described herein
(Weiser, 2012), as tilts and directions were unknown. Since the paper did not consider20

that albedo on clouded days is approximately 0.15 higher compared to clear sky days
due to the change in the spectral composition of the incoming radiation (Oerlemans,
2010), applying this method can lead to high inaccuracy.

With the method described in the present paper, albedo can be estimated from the
measured data where tilts and directions of both the slope and the sensor are unknown25

and a horizontally levelled pyranometer is available in proximity to the measuring site. In
contrast to other methods, a model for albedo measurement is developed and fitted to
the measured data, considering atmospheric parameters, such as extinction coefficient
and the diffuse part of global radiation. Tilts and directions of both the slope and the
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sensor are derived thereof. Using this method, the measured diurnal albedo can be
corrected with high accuracy as will be demonstrated in the following sections.

2 Methods

2.1 Albedo over snow and ice surfaces

Snow albedo (α) is part of the radiative balance (Eq. 27) which in turn, is part of the5

energy balance that acts as an indicator for the energy available for melting processes
of a glacier.

Albedo in general is derived from global and reflected solar radiation measured with
a levelled pyranometer by dividing the values of the down-facing sensor (F ↑, reflected
radiation) by those of the up-facing sensor (F ↓, global radiation):10

α(t) =
F ↑(t)

F ↓(t)
(1)

Typically, daily average snow albedo is expected to decrease in periods without snowfall
due to metamorphism of the snow cover, such as melting and refreezing processes.

However, on clear sky days measured albedo values show a strong diurnal variation
often exceeding the realistic physical range, depending on tilts and directions of slopes15

and sensors and especially shortly after sunrise and before sunset due to the cosine
error of the sensors. The surface geometry of a snow cover changes continuously and
the tilts of the sensors increase over time, due to the fact that the automatic weather
stations (AWS) are drilled into the glacier. Hence, it makes sense to manually adjust
tilts and directions on a daily basis to estimate reasonable diurnal mean albedo values.20

The method described in the present paper shows how to correct the true albedo
with unknown tilts and directions of both the slope and the sensor.

Using a model that simulates the direct incoming radiation being reflected diffusely
from a tilted surface, the slope of the observed apparent diurnal variation of albedo
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can be reproduced. To obtain an accurate estimation of the actual albedo when tilts
and directions of the slope are unknown, the model is improved and compared to
the measured data by fitting the parameters of the model to the measured data, also
considering atmospheric parameters.

2.1.1 Albedo measurements5

Albedo measurements are conducted with two opposite pyranometers (albedometer),
one facing the upper hemisphere measuring the incoming radiation F ↓, the other one
facing the lower hemisphere measuring the reflected radiation F ↑.

A pyranometer consists of a thermopile with black coating, absorbing the total solar
radiation. The sensors have a glass cover that is transparent defining the exact spectral10

range and to protect the sensing elements. Radiation is absorbed in the thermopile,
producing a voltage output by differential heating.

The used sensors are Kipp & Zonen CNR4 “Net Radiometer” measuring all
four radiation components (incoming shortwave radiation SWin, reflected shortwave
radiation SWout, incoming longwave radiation LWin, reflected longwave radiation LWout)15

using separate sensors within the same housing, so all radiation measuring sensors
are tilted equally. For an opening angle of 160◦ the cosine error of the “Net Radiometer”
is given as < 5% by the manufacturer. The uncertainty of the pyranometer indicates<
4% within a temperature range of −10 ◦C < T < 40 ◦C and 4% for T ≤ −10 ◦C.

The “Net Radiometers” are part of the automatic weather stations (AWS) on the two20

Sonnblick glaciers Goldbergkees (GOK) and Kleinfleißkees (FLK), measuring also air
temperature, wind speed and direction, relative humidity and air pressure to determine
mass- and energy balance of the glaciers. A solar panel serves as power supply for
the AWS.

A MEAS DQG-Series conductometric dual axis inclinometer is attached to each25

AWS. Four oppositely polarized electrodes are dipped into an electrolytic fluid,
producing a voltage that is measured. The conductivity of the electrolyte depends on
its depth. When the sensor is tilted, the depth of the electrolyte and consequently its
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conductivity changes. The uncertainty of the inclinometer is 0.5% within a temperature
range of −40 ◦C < T < 85 ◦C. To use the data of the inclinometer it is necessary to know
the orientation of one axis (e. g. southwards). Due to the mounting of the AWS on the
glaciers, the orientation of the sensors changes continuously and is therefore estimated
with an uncertainty of ±5%.5

One, ten and sixty minute average output values of all sensors connected to the
AWS are stored.

To determine the optical properties of the atmosphere for the incoming solar
radiation, data from a Suntracker, which is part of the Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (BSRN), is used. The Suntracker is equipped with two Kipp & Zonen CMP10

21 pyranometer and one Kipp & Zonen CGR 4 pyrgeometer next to each other with
opening angles of 180◦. The tracker follows the sun to shadow one of the pyranometers
in order to measure global and diffuse radiation.

Figure 1 and Table 1 show the geographic parameters of the employed measurement
stations, Suntracker on Sonnblick Observatory (SBO), AWS Kleinfleißkees (FLK), AWS15

Goldbergkees (GOK) and Central Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics (ZAMG)
in Vienna, Hohe Warte 38 (WHW).

The described method was tested with a measurement setup on the roof of ZAMG
(WHW), over a concrete surface. To determine the exact and presumably constant
albedo of the concrete, the pyranometer was levelled horizontally. In the literature,20

albedo over a concrete surface is given by αconcrete = 0.17–0.27 (Santamouris, 2006).

2.2 Model for solar radiation on a tilted surface

2.2.1 Radiation model for a horizontal plane

The model used is first demonstrated for the direct solar radiation on a horizontal plane.
For this method, which uses the solar position algorithm (SPA) (Reda and Andreas,25

2008) to calculate the solar radiation on top of the atmosphere (TOA), the general form
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of the Lambertian cosine law is used:

dF = F · cosϑ ·dω, (2)

where F is the irradiance of the incoming radiation, which is determined by the radiant
flux per unit area, ϑ the solar zenith angle andω the solid angle of the sun as seen from
the unit area. The irradiance per unit area on TOA is called solar constant, assumed5

here as S = 1367Wm−2 (Corripio, 2002).
The near-surface incoming direct solar radiation on a horizontal plane (Fhor) is given

by

Fhor = Sterr · cosϑs, (3)

where Sterr is the near-surface direct solar radiation and ϑs the zenith angle of the sun.10

Solar radiation is weakened by absorption and scattering between TOA and
the surface. This process can be described by the Beer–Lambert–Bouger law
(Rontu Carlon et al., 2010), which uses the extinction coefficient ε̃, depending on the
condition of the atmosphere (e.g. aerosols and water vapour content):

I = I0e
−ε̃d = I0e

− ε
cosϑs , (4)15

where I and I0 are the intensities of the near surface global and TOA incident solar
radiation, respectively and d is the path length in the atmosphere.

To increase the accuracy of the developed model, a linear factor V is introduced to
account for the limited spectral range of the instrument (cf. Corripio, 2002, Eq. 3.7 and
Kipp & Zonen Manual, 2010) and the varying sun-earth distance is considered. Using20

Eq. (4) Sterr can be written as

Sterr =
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs , (5)

where r̃ is the ratio of the actual and the mean sun-earth distance. ε and V are two
unknown parameters which have to be determined in the first iteration of the correction.
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Conclusively, in this model the near-surface incoming direct solar irradiance on
a horizontal plane can be expressed from Eqs. (3) and (5) as

Fhor =
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs · cosϑs. (6)

2.2.2 Radiation model for a tilted plane

As most glaciological measurements are conducted on tilted surfaces as shown in5

(Fig. 2), ϑ in the Lambertian cosine law (Eq. 2), is now ϑtilt, the solar incidence angle
of a tilted plane, and can be expressed through

cosϑtilt = F
↓ ·n = sinϑs cosϕs sinσ cosγ + sinϑs sinϕs sinσ sinγ + cosϑs cosσ, (7)

where n is the n normal vector to the slope, ϑs is the zenith angle of the sun, ϕs the
azimuth angle of the sun, σ the tilt and γ the aspect of the slope.10

Consequently, the incoming direct radiation on a tilted plane can be derived from
Eqs. (6) and (7) as

F dir
tilt = Sterr · cosϑtilt = (8)

=
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs · (sinϑs cosϕs sinσ cosγ + sinϑs sinϕs sinσ sinγ + cosϑs cosσ),

To distinguish between a tilted plane and an inclined pyranometer the indices σt, γt for15

“tilt” and σp, γp for “pyranometer” are used from here on.
In an idealized model of a measuring system with exactly horizontally levelled

sensors, the incoming radiation hits the pyranometer and the tilted surface and is
subsequently reflected back to the upper hemisphere as a function of the true snow
albedo. In this idealized case using Eq. (1) the irradiance measured with the down-20

facing sensor can be expressed as

F ↑ = αtrue · F dir
tilt , (9)
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where F dir
tilt is defined in Eq. (8) and αtrue is the true value of the (still unknown) albedo.

In this idealized case it is assumed that the total incoming radiation only consists of the
direct beam.

The reflected part of the irradiance is measured by the down-facing pyranometer, so
the measured albedo can be written as5

αmeas =
F ↑

F ↓
=
αtrue · F

dir
tilt

F ↓
. (10)

Combining Eqs. (5), (8) and (10), αmeas can be simplified to

αmeas =
αtrue · Sr̃2 · V ·e

−ε 1
cosϑs · cosϑtilt

S
r̃2 · V ·e

−ε 1
cosϑs · cosϑs

= αtrue
cosϑtilt

cosϑs
(11)

and the true albedo can be written as

αtrue = αmeas
cosϑs

cosϑtilt
. (12)10

In Eq. (12) it is assumed that the up-facing pyranometer is levelled horizontally and the
reflection of the snow cover is isotropic.

Figure 3 shows the diurnal albedo variations derived with Eq. (11), where a constant
true albedo (αtrue = 0.7) and a constant tilted slope (σt = 7◦) are modeled and only the
aspect of the slope (γt) varies.15

To improve the described model it has to be considered that the total incoming
radiation measured by the up-facing pyranometer consists not only of a direct beam
but also of a diffuse component. Consequently, the total incoming radiation can be split
into a direct and a diffuse part (pdir and pdiff).

In order to simplify the model, incoming diffuse fluxes over a tilted plane are regarded20

to be isotropic and equal to incoming diffuse radiation on a horizontal surface. Therefore
2718
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the incoming radiation on a tilted plane can be split into

Ftilt = pdirF
dir

tilt +pdiffFhor. (13)

Thus the measured albedo is

αmeas =
αtrue(Fdir + Fdiff)

F ↓
(14)

where5

Fdir =
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs ·pdir cosϑtilt (15)

and

Fdiff =
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs ·pdiff cosϑs. (16)

The total incoming irradiance can be derived by inserting Eqs. (15) and (16) into
Eq. (13) and finally, the true albedo can be written as10

αtrue = αmeas
cosϑs

pdir cosϑtilt +pdiff cosϑs
. (17)

2.2.3 Radiation model for a tilted slope with an inclined sensor

On a real measuring site, pyranometers are not exactly horizontally levelled. The
incoming radiation hits the inclined up-facing pyranometer and the tilted surface, from
where it is reflected in an isotropic way into the inclined down-facing pyranometer.15

However, since we assume that the reflection is completely diffuse, the inclination of
the down-facing pyranometer is rendered irrelevant.
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The true snow albedo can now be derived, considering a tilted slope and an inclined
pyranometer by using Eq. (10)

αtrue = αmeas

cosϑp

cosϑtilt
= αmeas

Fpyr

Ftilt
=
F ↑

F ↓
Fpyr

Ftilt
, (18)

where ϑp is the inclination angle of the pyranometer, Fpyr the incoming irradiance hitting
the up-facing pyranometer and Ftilt the irradiance hitting the slope.5

Figure 5 shows the calculated diurnal albedo using this model with a constant
diurnal true albedo (αtrue = 0.7) for different tilts and inclinations of slope and up-facing
pyranometer derived with Eq. (18).

Taking into account the diffuse radiation, Fpyr and Ftilt have to be split into a direct and
a diffuse part analogously to Eqs. (15) and (16). cosϑp and cosϑt can be derived with10

tilts and directions of sensor and slope analogously to Eq. (7).
Considering these assumptions, the true albedo can be expressed as

αtrue =
F ↑

F ↓
pdiff · cosϑs +pdir · cosϑp

pdiff · cosϑs +pdir · cosϑt
(19)

or, using pdir +pdiff = 1,

αtrue =
F ↑

F ↓
pdiff · cosϑs + (1−pdiff) · cosϑp
pdiff · cosϑs + (1−pdiff) · cosϑt

. (20)15

To correct the albedo with Eq. (20) on clear sky days, the following assumptions and
parameters are used:

1. extinction coefficient ε is constant over one day;

2. linear factor V , which represents the ratio between the spectral range of the
pyranometer and TOA irradiance, is constant over one day;20
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3. diffuse reflection of the incoming radiation by the snowcover is assumed to be
isotropic and constant over one day (constant snow albedo over one day);

4. fraction of the diffuse to total incoming radiation during a clear sky day is pdiff ≈
10%;

5. tilt σt and direction γt of the slope are constant over one day;5

6. tilt σp and direction γp of the pyranometer are constant over one day.

2.3 Workflow to correct albedo measurements

The determination of tilts and directions of slopes and sensors are accomplished by
fitting the model parameters to the measured data (Fig. 6). With these, the albedo
values can be corrected.10

The described model, including atmospheric parameters, tilts and directions, is now
compared to the measured data to evaluate the differences. To find the smallest
difference between model and measured data, the method of least squares is used.

2.3.1 Step A: atmospheric parameters for clear sky days

To calibrate the radiation model, the atmospheric model parameters are fitted so as15

to reduce the residuals between modeled and measured global radiation from BSRN
stations SBO and WHW.

In Eq. (6), where the direct incoming radiation on a horizontal plane is derived,
ε and V are unknown atmospheric parameters, which need to fit the model to the
measured data. The composition of the atmosphere is assumed to be constant during20

one day over the whole Sonnblick area, where the AWS are drilled into the glaciers
and at ZAMG in Vienna, where the Suntracker uses the same coordinates as the
measurement setup on the roof.
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2.3.2 Step B: inclination and direction of the pyranometer

After the atmospheric parameters for one specific day are estimated, the inclinations
and directions of the sensors can be derived by using Eq. (13):

Fp =
S
r̃2
· V ·e−ε

1
cosϑs · ((1−pdiff)cosϑp +pdiff cosϑs), (21)

where ϑp, the solar incidence angle of the pyranometer, can be expressed through the5

scalar product of the direct sun beam and the normal vector to the pyranometer (Fig. 2),
which uses cartesian coordinates analogously to Eq. (7):

cosϑp = F
↓ ·n =

= sinϑs cosϕs sinσp cosγp + sinϑs sinϕs sinσp sinγp + cosϑs cosσp. (22)

The unknown parameters in Eq. (22), σp (tilt) and γp (direction), are determined by10

fitting the modeled to the measured data of the up-facing pyranometer with the method
of least squares.

This method was used for the AWS on Sonnblick glaciers and for the measurement
setup on the roof of ZAMG.

2.3.3 Step C: tilt and direction of the slope15

The process to determine the unknown tilts and directions of the slope out of the
measured reflected radiation F ↑ is more complicated because F ↑ also depends on
the unknown albedo of the surface.

It is assumed that the incoming radiation of the slope is directly proportional to the
reflected radiation measured by the down-facing pyranometer with the proportionality20

factor being the yet unknown albedo αtrue

F ↑ = αtrue · cosϑt, (23)
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where ϑt is the solar incidence angle on the slope, defined in Eq. (7) as ϑtilt and
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The task now is to find a combination of σt (tilt) and γt (direction) in such a way that
the modeled incoming radiation on the tilted slope and the measured values for F ↑ only
differ by a factor C that should be as constant as possible for one day. First of all, for5

any combination of σt and γt, the constant C is calculated as the average over one day:

C =

〈
F ↑

cosϑt

〉
, (24)

where cosϑt is expressed analogously to Eqs. (7) and (22):

cosϑt = F
↓ ·n =

= sinϑs cosϕs sinσt cosγt + sinϑs sinϕs sinσt sinγt + cosϑs cosσt. (25)10

For every factor C, the method of least squares is used to minimize the difference
between modeled and measured reflected radiation:(
C · cosϑt − F ↑

)2 −→min. (26)

This expression is to be minimal for the combination of σt and γt, for which the
proportionality factor C is as constant as possible.15

2.3.4 Step D: derive true albedo

Now that all inclinations, tilts and directions are estimated for one day, the true albedo
can be derived from the measured data with Eq. (20):

αtrue =
F ↑

F ↓
pdiff · cosϑs + (1−pdiff) · cosϑp

pdiff · cosϑs + (1−pdiff) · cosϑt
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It is reasonable to use Eq. (20) for an opening angle of the pyranometer of ±80◦, so
time periods within a flat zenith angle, after sunrise and before sunset, are cut off.

Compared to Steps A–C, where the results are determined by fitting the model to the
measured values with the method of least squares, Eq. (20) is only used with measured
(F ↑, F ↓, pdiff) and derived (σp, γp, σt, γt) parameters within a certain time interval. The5

daily mean value as well as the SD of αtrue are determined.

2.3.5 Step E: derive radiative balance

The effects of corrected albedo values on the shortwave radiative balance are shown
by comparing measured and corrected radiative balance.

The shortwave radiative balance is derived as10

SW = SWin +SWout

= SWin −α ·SWin (27)

= SWin(1−α)

In Eq. (27) the albedo α stands for both, αmeas and αcorr.

3 Results15

3.1 Atmospheric parameters

To determine the described atmospheric parameters, the data of the Suntracker are
compared to the model of TOA for each location, in this case the roof of ZAMG in
Vienna and the Sonnblick Observatory. In both cases the ranges of ε and V are within
the same intervals.20

The weighted extinction coefficient ranges between ε = 0.001–0.2, which occurs
due to several influences, such as temperature, water vapour, aerosols and other
meteorological parameters that vary continuously.
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The ratio between the spectral range of the pyranometer and the irradiance on TOA
ranges between V = 0.8–1.

3.2 Roof of ZAMG

With the described method, the model was fitted to the measured data (Step B of the
workflow to correct albedo measurement) and the mean albedo over one clear sky day5

was taken.
Subsequently, the pyranometer was intentionally inclined with σp ≈ 25◦ in westerly

direction with γp ≈ 270◦ over a horizontal concrete plane. As described above, the
upper and the lower pyranometer used the same housing and therefore had the same
inclination and direction.10

The differences between measured and corrected albedo are shown in Fig. 7 and
Table 2.

In Fig. 7 (left) the fitted and measured data show an almost constant diurnal albedo
on 4 July 2014, where the pyranometer was horizontally levelled. The anomalies shortly
after sunrise and before sunset occur due to the cosine error of the up-facing sensor15

at flat zenith angles.
Figure 7 (right) shows that with an inclined pyranometer the incoming and reflected

radiation change unequally, resulting in a modified, wrong surface albedo that is not
constant anymore during one clear sky day. After sunrise, the reflected radiation is
higher than the incoming radiation which is the result of the westerly inclination of the20

sensor because the down-facing sensor also receives direct incoming radiation due to
the flat zenith angle after sunrise.

In both cases it is apparent that the model that was presumed with a diurnal constant
albedo fits the measured data for a horizontal as well as for an inclined sensor.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to use the daily mean albedo for both, the measured25

data and the corrected model, within a zenith angle of ϑs = ±80◦, which is marked by
the grey vertical lines.
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After comparing the Suntracker data of several clear sky days all over the year on
the WHW and Sonnblick observatory, it is reasonable to assume the diffuse part of the
total incoming radiation on a horizontal surface pdiff ≈ 10%.

The accuracy of the correction method can be demonstrated by comparing the
corrected albedo αcorr for 4 July with the one for 19 July in Table 2. The deviation5

between these two is less than 1%, whereas the deviation between the measured
albedo αmeas for both days is ≈ 16%.

3.3 AWS on Sonnblick glaciers

Depending on the direction of the slope and the sensor, the true value of the diurnal
mean albedo can either be larger or smaller than the measured one.10

In Fig. 7 as well as in Fig. 8 it is apparent that the model can be fitted to the measured
data for highly inclined and differently directed sensors and slopes. As the figures show,
the model differs from the measured values by approximately 1 % for acceptable zenith
angles. The acceptable daily mean albedo within a zenith angle of ϑs = ±80◦ is marked
by the gray vertical lines.15

The correction for a clear winter day is demonstrated for the southwesterly directed
Kleinfleißkees where the corrected diurnal mean albedo is 0.11 less than the measured
one. In contrast, the correction for a clear summer day is demonstrated for the
northeasterly directed Goldbergkees where the corrected diurnal mean albedo is 0.03
higher than the measured one (see Fig. 8 and Table 3).20

These results lead to the conclusion that it depends on the direction of the slope
whether the albedo is over- or underestimated.

Furthermore, the absolute value of over- or underestimations in summer months are
smaller than in winter months due to a different solar zenith angle.
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3.4 Shortwave radiative balance

As shown in the previous sections the directly measured albedo differs from the
corrected (true) albedo. This means that the amount of shortwave radiation absorbed
by the glacier varies likewise. For example, using data from Table 3, directly measured
values for Kleinfleißkees indicate that 14% of the incoming shortwave radiation SWin5

are absorbed by the glacier. On the other hand, the corrected values show that 25% of
the incoming shortwave radiation are absorbed.

The correction of the radiative balance using Eq. (27) is demonstrated in Fig. 10
for the two sample days, where on 5 March 2011 on Kleinfleißkees the corrected
radiative balance SWcorr is roughly 55% higher than the measured one SWmeas and on10

27 June 2011 on Goldbergkees SWcorr is roughly 7% smaller than SWmeas.
Over the year 2011 the corrected radiative balance SWcorr on Kleinfleißkees ≈ 8%

higher than the measured one (SWmeas). On Goldbergkees the corrected radiative
balance SWcorr is ≈ 6% smaller than the measured one. The relatively small absolute
values of the corrections result from the fact that there are more cloudy than clear sky15

days over the year.

4 Discussion

The described method can be used on clear sky days and on days with a short period
of clear sky, with a minimum of 2–3 h. On these days, the clouded part has to be cut off
when fitting the model to the measured data. Also shadows of nearby mountains have20

to be cut off to use just the clear sky part with direct incoming radiation. The advantage
of this method is that it is not limited to completely clear sky days, which are relatively
rare in mountainous areas.

The differing optical path length through the atmosphere due to the curvature of the
earth has to be considered, especially when the zenith angle is flat at sunrise and25

sunset, hence it is reasonable to neglect these time intervals.
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When the inclinations of the sensors are too large, the down-facing sensor receives
parts of the incoming radiation after sunrise or before sunset, depending on the
direction. For these days a correction for the albedo is less useful because incoming
and reflected radiation are not clearly separated any more.

On days after snowfall it can happen that the up-facing sensor is still covered with5

snow and after melting periods there are water drops on the down-facing sensor.
Sometimes the solar panel attached to the AWS is covered with snow, so the self-

contained power supply is not guaranteed. Especially in winter months the AWS cannot
take measurements for longer time periods due to their isolated locations.

The atmospheric parameters, as well as tilts and directions of slopes and sensors10

have to be calibrated every day which is very time consuming and cannot be fully
automated due to different cut-offs. If there is no reference measurement nearby,
this method cannot be applied. As a further consequence, an improvement of this
method would be to use a model that finds atmospheric parameters without a reference
measurement, using meteorological parameters, such as aerosol concentration, water15

vapour, temperature, etc.
To minimize tilt errors in albedo measurement, the sensor can be adjusted parallel

to the slope, such that the incident radiation is identical for both. Ideal measurement
setups are over flat surfaces with horizontally levelled sensors, which is difficult in
mountainous areas on glaciers.20

5 Conclusions

Directly measured snow albedo variations on clear sky days can be relatively high
due to tilted slopes and inclined pyranometers, hence it is challenging to determine
a diurnal mean albedo from directly measured data. The tilts and directions of sensors
and slopes were unknown and it was difficult to make permanent manual reference25

measurements due to the isolated location of the measuring sites. To compensate for
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this problem, a model was developed with the aim to allow accurate estimations of
measurement site’s tilts and orientations of slope and sensors.

For this model, atmospheric parameters are determined using a nearby horizontally
levelled pyranometer to find the difference between TOA and near surface incoming
shortwave radiation. With these parameters, the model is fitted to the measured data.5

The results of these fitting procedures are tilts and directions of both, the sensors and
the slopes.

With these tilts and directions, the true albedo can be derived from the measured
data. Especially in winter months (September to June) and in polar areas, where the
zenith angle of the direct sun beam is flat, the differences are relatively high.10

To prove this method, an experimental measurement was taken for a horizontal
concrete surface with a pyranometer with and without inclination. The results show
a different diurnal mean albedo. The atmospheric parameters, the inclination and the
direction of the sensor were determined with the described method. Furthermore, the
true albedo was derived and compared to the diurnal mean albedo measured by15

a horizontally levelled pyranometer over the same surface. The difference between
these values was less than 1%, whereas the difference between the directly measured
values by an inclined pyranometer was ≈ 16%.

Consequently, the difference between the directly measured and the corrected
radiative balance can be significant on single clear sky days especially with a flat zenith20

angle.
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Table 1. Geographic latitudeφ and longitude ϑ, altitude and direction of the used measurement
stations.

SBO FLK GOK WHW

φ 12◦57′28′′ 12◦56′42′′ 12◦57′50′′ 16◦21′23′′

ϑ 47◦3′14′′ 47◦3′15′′ 47◦2′38′′ 48◦14′55′′

altitude 3111 m 2829 m 2678 m 198 m
direction SW NE
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Table 2. Results of measured and corrected inclinations and directions and daily average
albedo at WHW on 4 and 19 July 2014.

4 Jul 2014 19 Jul 2014

σp 0.3◦ ±0.0003◦ 24.0◦ ±0.024◦

γp 5.0◦ ±0.025◦ 265.0◦ ±1.325◦

σp(meas) 1.27◦ ±0.01◦ 23.33◦ ±0.12◦

γp(meas) 170.44◦ ±0.85◦ 264.32◦ ±1.32◦

αmeas 0.1791±0.0063 0.2083±0.0696
αcorr 0.1789±0.0064 0.1773±0.0082
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Table 3. Results of measured and corrected inclinations and directions and daily average
albedo on Kleinfleißkees on 5 March 2011 and on Goldbergkees on 27 June 2011.

FLK, 5 Mar 2011 GOK, 27 Jun 2011

σt 10.57◦ ±0.05◦ 13.51◦ ±0.11◦

γt 225.00◦ ±5.60◦ 41.43◦ ±4.93◦

σp 4.72◦ ±0.11◦ 3.93◦ ±0.08◦

γp 247.62◦ ±3.37◦ 9.68◦ ±0.68◦

σp(meas) 4.29◦ ±0.02◦ 7.77◦ ±0.39◦

γp(meas) 305.43◦ ±1.53◦ 52.54◦ ±0.26◦

αmeas 0.86±0.07 0.51±0.06
αcorr 0.75±0.01 0.54±0.01
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Figure 1. Map of Sonnblick area (taken from Alpenvereinskarten digital 2007, Vers. 2.0.9.0,
DAV (Munich), ÖAV (Innsbruck)). The red marks indicate the positions of the AWS and SBO.
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Figure 2. Geometric account of a tilted surface.
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Figure 3. Diurnal variations of albedo with a constant true albedo, a constant tilt of the slope
but differing aspects.
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Figure 4. Isotropic reflection from a tilted slope with an inclined pyranometer.
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Figure 5. Calculated albedo with a constant diurnal true albedo for (a and b) differently oriented
(γp) and (c and d) inclined (σp) pyranometers, different tilted (σt) and directed (γt) slopes.
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Step A:calibrate atmospheric parametersε and

V with data of BSRN stat. SBO using Eq. (6)

Step B:compare model to measured data of up-facing pyranometer at

AWS to find inclinationσp and orientationγp using Eq. (21) with Eq. (22)

Step C:determine tiltσt and directionγt of the

slope using Eq. (23) with (7) and Eqs. (24) and (26)

Step D:derive true albedoαtrue with

determined values using Eq. (20)

Step E:derive shortwave radiance balance

SWcorr with corrected true albedoαtrue

Figure 6. Workflow to correct daily albedo values.
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Figure 7. Measured, modeled and corrected SWin, SWout and α with a horizontally levelled
(left) and an intentionally inclined pyranometer (right) at WHW for two days in July 2014.
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Figure 8. Directly measured (blue dots), modelled (cyan) and corrected (black dots) albedo
calculated from data of an inclined pyranometer and a tilted slope at the location of the AWS
on Kleinfleißkees on 5 March 2011 (left) and Goldbergkees on 27 June 2011 (right).
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Figure 9. Measured (green) and corrected (red) albedo values on Kleinfleißkees (left) and
Goldbergkees (right) for all the year 2011.
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Figure 10. Measured (SWmeas) and corrected (SWcorr) shortwave radiative balance on
Kleinfleißkees on 5 March 2011 (left) and on Goldbergkees on 27 June 2011 (right).
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